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A half hour comedy set at Moosehead Lakes 

premier Musical Theater Resort: Brigadoon. 

Struggling actors/future stars get to hide out 

in the middle of the woods in Maine, where 

they are required to work taxing day jobs… then 

put on a costume and perform each night for an 

entire summer, theoretically honing their craft.
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THE OWNERS

BETTY - This 21 year old party starter 
is back at Wabanaki for her third summer 
on the wait staff after almost getting 
cast in the Broadway reboot of Cinderella. 
Blunt, confident, and can talk her way out 
of any situation. 

PAUL - Nervous Nelly, Late 20s is a former 
Broadway child star on his 5th summer at 
Wabanaki. He and Betty are a dangerous duo— 
much like in improv class, they “yas, and” 
each other into some twisted circumstances.

PHOEBE - the Patty Simcox (goody toe 
shoes), of the resort. She has recently 
been promoted to Head of Office which 
brings anxiety to every staff member on 
site and has unfinished business with Jess.

JESS - soft spoken laid back naturalist, 
she is the stagemanager/ set builder.She 
fell hard for Pheobe last summer and is 
afraid to get heartbroken again.

JIMMY - wide eyed Wabanaki newbie, left the 
Silicon Valley tech world behind to give 
musical theater a try, hes unhealthily 
into Betty, which is chill cuz hes hot.

& THE GUESTS

THE STAFF

MAEVE - Aging heiress/Grande Dame The 
original CopperTone baby and former best 
friends with Liz Taylor. Maeve Baxter is 
the owner and matriarch of Wabanaki.
 
FRANKLIN - Ageless and evergreen with 
a suspiciously smooth face. A former 
Wabanaki star that never moved on, he is 
now the Artistic Director.

Each week brings new guests, a la The Love 
Boat, including potential famous faces. 
From the geriatric theatre junkies to the 
hormonal teen rebels to silver fox sugar 
daddies, the guests bring outside chaos 
into the resort.

Resort is 
made up of three 
different groups
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Betty and Paul hold auditions for their 
underground production of Urinetown. Paul 
discovers that directing might be his true 
calling.

With the Wabanaki Pride Parade approaching, 
Betty, Paul and Jess go on a journey to 
score Molly… at a Biker Bar off the highway. 

When Maeve returns, all of the arcs reach 
their climax in the chaotic final show 
of the summer. Secrets are revealed and 
friendships are pushed to the limit.DUN DUN 

ANOTHER OPENING ANOTHER SHOW:

WE’RE JUST BEING MOLLY: 

LAW AND ORDER: 
PLAYING THE VICTIM UNIT:
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THE COMPS
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